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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSIONS 

 

Because of expectation heterogeneity and adjusting recursively, information revealing 

on security price dynamics is not necessary in a unified manner. Market participant 

should consider the phenomena to advance his perspectives. In Chapter 2, I derive 

closed-form futures pricing solutions within an intertemporal framework allowing for 

expectation heterogeneity, adjustment behavior, and stochastic interest rate. We find 

significant differences as compared with the cost of carry model. Basis, relationship 

between futures price and cash market volatility, effects of adjustment behavior, and 

converging pattern are complicated with heterogeneity of expectations, interest rate 

sensitivities, and adjustment trajectories. Therefore, studies of heterogeneity patterns 

and adjustment processes are important prerequisites to obtaining more accurate 

valuation models for contingent claims in the future. 

On the other hand, we often ignore the fact that many continuous-time processes 

are only approximations to physically realizable phenomena and possible 

disappointed pricing results of the usual calendar-time based models emerge thereby. 

Clark (1976) and Chang et al. (1998) interpret it as difference of information-arrival 

intensities among trading intervals. Chapter 3 subordinates information-time 

processes into traditional intertemporal calendar-time setting and derives analytic 

futures pricing solutions. I obtain satisfied pricing outcomes from the empirical results 

of the TAIEX index and futures data. In fact, we can articulate information-time 
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reality to other existing market phenomena such as GARCH effects, autocorrelation 

of price change series, and leptokurtic distribution. Therefore, studies of evolution 

patterns of information arriving intensity can be an important issue. 

As Merton (1976) noted, the traditional continuous-time analytical framework can 

be described by a mixture of continuous sample-path diffusion processes and 

Poisson-directed processes. The diffusion process component can be used to represent 

the frequent local changes and the Poisson-directed component can be used to identify 

rare events in reality such as major technology innovations or catastrophes. Pricing 

models will be more complete after taking jump effects into consideration. In Chapter 

4, I scrutinize impacts from jump risk coordinating with Hemler and Longstaff’s 

(1991) general equilibrium model. While it is a preference-free model which can 

avoid the less practical defect as compared with its partial equilibrium counterpart, the 

simplified setting of utility function may be an important aspect remaining to 

improve. 




